
Green = Short-term bullish, or positive 
Red = Short-term bearish, or negative  
Black = Sideways, no trade 

November 11th Report: SAMPLE REPORT 
 
SPY 
It was our suggestion to buy the dips. 
Yesterday was almost impossible to get filled at 376 but that was the level we gave where we would expect the SPY to 
accelerate. 
So far, the SPY reached this morning in early trade our 396 target! 
The buy signal from 370 gets cancelled below 382 and the next upside target is 402. 
  
VIXY 
We have finetuned the VIXY, and its next projected downside target is 13.64. 
The sell signal gets cancelled above 14.90. 
  
GDX 
GDX is on a buy signal from 24.70 and reached our 27.40 target. 
Next upside target is 29.10, then followed by 31.40. 
We are raising the protective sell stop to 27.20. 
  
GLD 
GLD is on a buy signal from 152.50 and reached our 163.05 target. 
Next upside target is 165.90, then followed by 168.05. 
We raise the protective sell stop (for traders that are long) to 161.30. 
  
SILJ 
SILJ is on a buy signal from 9.07 and is now close to reaching our next target of 10.90. 
Raise the protective sell stop to 10.35. 
  
SLV 
SLV is on a buy signal from 17.70 and we raise the sell stop to 19.45. 
As we see with Silver it is a little bit under pressure and we suggest keeping a tight stop. 
A close below 19.05 cancels the buy signal short term. 
Next projected upside target is 20.80. 
  
USO 
USO bounced again and elected its buy stop above 73.00. 
We expect Crude and USO to trade lower next week, and below 73.00 re-elects a short entry in USO. 
Technically USO cancels its reversal above 76.00. 
However, for now we focus on selling USO at the next entry point but will see how it closes today end of day if we need to 
change our short-term outlook. 
  
BITO 
We are long BITO from 10.50 and raise the protective sell stop to 10.20. 
First upside target 11.40, then followed by 12.85. 
We repeat that BITO at this moment is a lucrative trade to buy but with a tight stop it can be a rewarding one! 

November 25th Report: SAMPLE REPORT 
 
SPY 
The SPY is reached our 402 target and support is at 390. 
Next upside target is 422 with an in between target of 409. 
 
VIXY 
The VIXY came close to our 12.05 target with an all-time low of 12.18. 
The sell signal gets cancelled above 13.90. 
  
GDX 
GDX is trading near our next target of 29.10 and above it confirms the move towards 32.00 
Raise the sell the protective sell stop to 27.80. 
Technically the buy signal only gets cancelled below 25.95. 
  
GLD 
Keep the sell stop for GLD at 160.05. 
Next upside target 163.90 
  
SILJ 
SILJ reached this morning our 10.90 target and we suggest raising the protective sell stop slightly to 10.30. 
The buy signal gets cancelled short term on a close below 9.90. 
  
SLV 
SLV needs to stay above 19.05 to see the move towards 20.90. 
The buy signal gets cancelled short term below 19.05 
  
USO 
Keep the buy stop for USO at 71.00. 
The sell signal gets cancelled above 74.00. 
  
BITO 
So far, the bounce failed below 10.35 and to re-activate a buy signal which we need BITO to trade above it. 
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